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• This presentation includes discussions on coherence and breakpoints
• For future presentations, the presenter can opt to substitute the discussion on convergence for a 

new one on alignment (suggest after slide 9?) as this is the bit that is most contentious and 
audiences are most interested in



Vision, Growth and Strategy:
How does a MAT’s vision translate into 

its operating model?
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Why leadership matters
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Poorer pupils are disadvantaged 
at every stage of their academic 
career and beyond. 
Great leaders can change this.

Ambition School Leadership is 
building a network of 
exceptional school leaders at all 
levels to transform the lives of 
the children who need it most.

 



Understanding what great MATs do
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In-depth case studies

• 12 MATs at different 
stages of growth

• Identified for current 
high performance or 
(smaller MATs) clear 
strategic approach

Quantitative analysis

• Analysis of the pupil 
characteristics, 
school characteristics 
and performance of 
402 MATs

Mixed methods 
research

• Interviews with 34 
MAT CEOs

• Survey of hundreds 
of staff in 22 MATs, 
feeding into cluster 
analysis for 17 MATs

Our research was designed to answer three key questions:
1. How does a MAT’s vision translate into its school improvement strategy and operating model? 
2. How is a MAT’s strategy affected by growth? 
3. What differentiates high and low performers? 



Key findings
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Our research produced four key findings about the strategic and operational choices 
taken by MAT leaders and the constraints they face:

1) Vision and mission

2) Key strategic choices for school improvement

3) Achieving alignment

4) Break points



Key findings
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1. Importance of a clear mission and vision

MAT vision and mission statements differ in how specifically they describe the outcomes 
they want for their pupils.

Higher performing trusts (based on performance tables, Ofsted and schools’ financial 
balance) were more likely to explicitly cite standards and outcomes when defining their 
overall vision.



Key findings
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2. Key strategic choices: MATs tend to adopt one of two approaches



Key findings
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2. Our research identified five different MAT school improvement models

1. Hub model
2. Centralised consultants
3. In-house central expertise
4. Cluster-based model
5. Self-improving network



Key findings
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3. Achieving alignment

Some MAT leaders choose a school improvement strategy of aligning around a 
common way of doing things. 

These leaders have to make a cultural choice about how to achieve this aim.

• Centralisation where a central individual or team defines one way of doing

• Centrally-supported collaborative convergence: a central team facilitates collaboration that 
results in one way of doing things

MAT leaders can use different approaches in different areas of operation.



Key findings
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4. Break points

CEOs must prepare their organisations to change in nine key ways if 
they want to realise their potential to transform children's lives
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4. Breakpoints in MAT development
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A break point is a point of non-incremental change where a MAT has to break with
a previous strategic or operational approach and make a shift. Our research identified:

• Break points from scaling

• Break points from geography

• Break points from performance



4. Breakpoints discussion
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1. Which break points have you faced and overcome?
2. How did you prepare for them?
3. Did you prepare for them?
4. What break points might be facing your MAT?
5. How could you or are you preparing for them?



Ambition’s perspective: Coherence
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Vision

Strategy

Operating Model



Ambition’s perspective: Coherence discussion
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“The best MATs translate their mission into a clear school improvement strategy 
across all their schools that in turn informs its staff structure and operations. This is 
MAT coherence.”

- James Toop

1. How clear are you about your mission and how do make sure it’s clear and 
specific?

2. How has your mission impacted on your strategies to improve schools?
3. How has this strategy had an impact on the day to day operations of your 

organisation?



CEO leadership development
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Contact us
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Melanie Renowden, Deputy CEO, Ambition School Leadership

@MelanieRenowden

melanie.renowden@ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk

www.ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk

https://twitter.com/MelanieRenowden
mailto:melanie.renowden@ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk
http://www.ambitionschoolleadership.org.uk/

